
Vacation Planner

ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99 
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

Constantly be working with people and using a computer. Deal with customers daily, constantly 
working with a computer, and answering phone calls.

Skills

Customer service, Answering phone calls.

Work Experience

Vacation Planner
ABC Corporation  January 1986 – November 1996 
 Positioned combined customer service and administrative functions with troubleshooting and 

solving customer service problems.
 Assisted guests in purchasing Universal Studios Tickets at various Partnering Hotels Up-Sell 

Universal products such as Blue Man Group.
 Assisted Front Desk on overflow calls and routed to appropriate room or Department.
 Established a solid trustworthy customer relationship for the unique task of recommending 

films/computer gaming interests.
 Followed a detailed plan for the exponential growth in sales, for various customer service 

opportunities.
 Able to communicate with a customer the way they want to be interacted with.
 Created a comfortable, low-stress environment for groups of people, resulting in a trend of the

same groups of individuals.

Vacation Planner
Wyndham Vacation Ownership  1981 – 1986 
 I educate and plan vacations for existing timeshare owners and demonstrate great customer 

service and the ability to solve problems the owners may have experienced.
 Demonstrate good multitasking skills working with owners and getting in contact with other 

departments, sending e-mails to resorts, and booking vacations.
 Deescalate owners who are having difficulties understanding their ownership and checking in 

and out of the resorts.
 Recently go promoted to Club Pass which entailed booking Wyndham owners in World mark 

resorts and World mark owners to Wyndham resorts.
 Worked in four different systems to make the dream happen for our owners.
 Top 10 Vacation planner at the Springfield site.
 Gold MVPs (2 months in a row) Calls have been used for other supervisors coachings to 

demonstrate an ideal call..

Education

Diploma
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